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Never before have greater or more conflicting demands been placed on those who serve, as well as

those who train in law enforcement. The recent fiscal crises, coupled with an increased need for

homeland security, have seriously complicated how police officers perform their duties, and made

the consequences for errors in police performance more severe for both the officers involved and

their superiors. Factor in the danger and stress police officers like you face in your daily work, and

your decisions in even the most common of situations become a challenge. Regardless of the

adversity you face, however, you are still required to think quickly, respond appropriately, and know

the law. The Pocket Manual highlights basic rules for quick reference and offers examples showing

how rules are applied and concise guidance based on U.S. Supreme Court rulings on constitutional

law issues and other legal developÂments, covering arrest, search, surveillance, and other routine,

as well as sensitive, areas of law enforcement. The 2016 Edition reflects important new

developments in law enforcement procedure, including U.S. Supreme Court decisions on:

Restricting searches of arrestees cell phones The use of force to stop high-speed chases Vehicle

stops based on anonymous 911 calls Consent searches of shared residences With more than 100

practical examples drawn from the facts of leading cases, The Law Officer s Pocket Manual

provides specific guidance on how to act on the spot in a wide variety of situations. Written in plain

English, the Pocket Manual highlights basic rules for quick reference and offers examples showing

how rules are applied.
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Science

I hate reading, but I liked this little book. I had to read t for a promotional exam and found that I was

very interested in the topics it covered. I was familiar with most of what it covered, but learned a lot

too. Whether or not I get promoted, it was worth the read to learn what I did from this book.

Outstanding product. Should be in every Officers duty bag. As an FTO I use it all the time to test my

trainees and give them some place to look for fast and accurate answers to common legal

questions most patrol officers will encounter on a daily bases.

Awesome book full of case laws very helpful in law enforcement testing!!!

Every LEO should carry one of these in their cruisers. It is full of great knowledge and it's always

good to refresh ourselves throughout a career. Definitely would recommend to all my friends

I am a police officer and this is a good little book to refresh the old memory. It was worth the money,

in my opinion.

I purchased this manual to study for a promotional exam. Good manual to reference to and you can

keep it in your patrol bag.

This was bought for my department. I think the officers are reading it.

Exactly what I needed. It just came a little bent.
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